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Welcome 

The passing of a loved one is a very sad and emotionally sensitive time. 
We all deal with grief differently, in our own way, and dealing with a 
bereavement continues long after the funeral has taken place. 

Cemetery Services will do everything we 
can to make the arrangements as dignified 
and respectful as possible. 

It is important to us that families, friends 
and visitors see the cemetery as a welcoming, 
restful and well maintained space. We 
endeavour to uphold a peaceful atmosphere 
and take pride in making the best of the 
wonderful grounds that we have. Cemetery 
Services operates two burial grounds within 
the borough of Welwyn Hatfield. 

Each cemetery has a unique character 
and offers various facilities. Both are 
open 365 days a year, including all 
Bank Holidays and Christmas Day. 

The Lawn Cemetery 

Southway, Hatfield, AL10 8HS 

Hatfield Hyde Cemetery 

Hollybush Lane, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 4JU 
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The Lawn Cemetery
and Lodge Chapel 

The Lawn Cemetery was opened in 1984 by the Lord Bishop of Hertford. 
The majority of the cemetery was consecrated by the Right Reverend Kenneth 
Pillar and assisted by the Arch Deacon of St Albans at a ceremony witnessed 
by notable members of the community. 

The cemetery is among the few cemeteries in the United Kingdom to have been awarded the 
prestigious Green Flag Award. 

The design of the grounds allows for upright headstones, placed on predetermined concrete 
plinths at the head of the grave. The size and shape of the memorials are designed to ensure 
a well maintained landscape. 

The Lodge chapel is a comforting and peaceful place which can cater for both 
religious and non-religious services. 

It is fully accessible, can accommodate approximately 50 guests and contains an organ and 
stereo system. 

Tea and coffee making facilities and toilets are situated in the hallway of the 
chapel and are available for all visitors to use. 
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The Lawn Cemetery
Burial Options 

We understand that finding a final Lawn Graves - 75 year Grant 
resting place for someone you love The majority of the cemetery consists 

We pride ourselves on ensuring all your 
contact with us is a comforting, easy and 
accommodating experience. 

The Lawn Cemetery can provide family burial 
plots for up to four coffins, or up to 3 coffins 
with eight containers of cremated remains. 

Specific guidelines and requirements have to 
be followed in cemeteries, particularly lawn 
cemeteries. This is to ensure they retain 
a peaceful, but also well maintained 
appearance for all visitors to enjoy. 

Graves cannot be pre-purchased or reserved. 

can be an emotionally difficult time, 
especially at the time of a bereavement. 

of lawn style graves. Only upright 
headstones, placed on predetermined 
concrete plinths at the head of the grave 
are permitted. The size and shape of the 
memorials are designed to ensure a well 
maintained landscape. 

Islamic Graves - 75 year Grant 

A section of the cemetery was designed 
with the local Muslim community to 
provide burial spaces which comply with 
Islamic teachings. These graves are aligned 
perpendicular to the Qibla (Mecca). 
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The Lawn Cemetery
Community Mausoleum 
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Forty five above ground burial crypts 
have been incorporated into the 
canopy of the Garden of Remembrance 
- 75 year Grant 

Each crypt is designed for one person and is  
sealed with a large white Carrera Marble tablet. 
 
The canopy is supported by a cluster of  
trabeated structures. Each structure contains  
columbarium niches for memory items, which  
are sealed in the same marble. The niches   
are only available to families of mausoleum  
crypt holders. 
 
The tablets are inscribed using high quality  
bronze lettering and can be adorned with  
bronze religious medallions or statues as   
well as lanterns and vases.  

Zinc lined coffins are required. Crypts  can   
also be reserved for 75 years. 



Baby Graves - 75 year Grant 

We provide a dedicated area specifically  
designed to provide peace and tranquillity  
for children under a year old, who need to be  
laid to rest. We offer small burial plots which  
allow each family the space to place personal  
tributes and memorials. 

Children Lawn Graves (1-12 year olds) 
- 75 year Grant 

Situated with the main lawn section. Only  
upright headstones placed on a predetermined  
plinth at the head of the grave are permitted. 

The Lawn Cemetery
Children’s Burial Options 
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The Lawn Cemetery
Memorial Options 

Some memorial options allow for cremated remains to be buried within a designated 
plot, whilst others permit the remains to be scattered within a landscaped area. 

Cremated Remains Memorial Plots - 75 year Licence 

Small graves are available for the burial of cremated 
remains. The plots measure one square metre and can 
contain up to four sets of remains. A variety of memorials 
and tributes can be placed within the plots providing 
they do not exceed the boundary. 

Commemorative Garden Tablets - 75 year Licence 

Cremated remains, up to two sets of ashes, can be buried 
beneath beautifully carved granite tablets. The tablets 
provide space for up to two memorial inscriptions and 
form a beautiful memorial section within the cremated 
remains gardens. Tablets can incorporate a personalised 
design and special, individual inscriptions. All tablets 
come with a place for flowers to be placed. 

Commemorative Rose Bushes - 10 year Licence 

One of our beautiful rose bushes can be dedicated in 
memory of a loved one. The bush is accompanied by 
a commemorative granite memorial plaque with an 
inscription of your choosing*. Rose bushes can be 
dedicated for an initial period of 10 years, or multiples 
of 10 years. You will have the option to renew the 
memorial dedication at the end of this period. 

* Up to two sets of ashes can be interred. Additional 
ashes can be scattered and spread across the area. 
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Hatfield Hyde Cemetery 

Hatfield Hyde cemetery opened in 
1924 and to date has provided a resting 
place for more than 4,000 loved ones. 

The design of the cemetery permits traditional  
memorials which cover the entire grave space.  
There are a wide range of unique memorials  
marking the final resting places of a wonderful  
variety of people. This provides a special  
historic insight into the borough’s community. 
 
Hatfield Hyde Cemetery is open 365 days a year,  
including all Public Holidays and Christmas Day. 

Due to limited space in this historic cemetery, 
it can only provide new burial options 
for cremated remains. Burials can still be 
facilitated in most family owned graves. 
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Hatfield Hyde Cemetery
Memorial Options

Sanctum Vault/ Family Sanctum Vault - 10 year Licence

Above ground granite vaults have been introduced into the cemetery.  
The vaults can contain two or four sets of cremated remains and 
are sealed by beautifully carved large granite tablets. The tablet can 
incorporate a wide range of designs including photographs or engraved 
motifs, along with a distinctive personalised inscription. The vaults are 
located along the tree lined entrance and drive of the cemetery. Loved 
ones have the option to renew the licence at the end of the licence period. 
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Hatfield Hyde Cemetery
Memorial Options

Cremated Remains Memorial Plots  
- 75 year Licence

Small graves are available for the burial of 
cremated remains. The plots measure one 
square metre and can contain up to four 
sets of remains. A variety of memorials 
and tributes can be placed within the plots 
providing they do not exceed the boundary.

 

Memorial Garden Kerbs  
- 10 year Licence

A personal inscription can be placed on  
a carved granite kerb stone which is  
placed on the outer section of our specially  
designed landscaped garden of remembrance.  
Up to two sets of cremated ashes are laid to 
rest behind the granite memorial and a small 
arrangement of flowers can be placed in the 
memorial kerb. This token of remembrance 
remains in place for a 10 year licence period 
and loved one’s have the option to renew the 
licence at the end of each 10 year period.
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Memorial Products
Memorial Plaques

Memorial plaques can be used in place of  
the traditional headstone or as a temporary 
grave marker. It is possible to place a  
memorial plaque across the cemetery, such  
as on cremated remains memorial plots and  
on lawn or traditional graves.

Memorial plaques with inscriptions are 
available in a wide variety of granites offering 
many colour, shape and design combinations.
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Memorial Products
Memorial Plaques

The Posy Collection

Simple, stylish plaques with a choice of intricately carved floral 
motifs that can be produced on a range of coloured granites.

The Scenic Collection

A selection of hand painted tranquil landscapes on black oval plaques with a soft round edge.

Daisy - 5’ x 7’

Forget Me Not - 5’ x 7’

Daffodil - 5’ x 7’ Lily - 5’ x 7’

Sunset Stroll - 7’ x 10’ Reflections - 7’ x 10’ Woodland Walk - 7’ x 10’
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Children’s Collection

Thoughtfully designed plaques, perfect for remembering the life of a young one.

Butterfly Rainbow Moon

Babies and Children’s Tablet designs

A series of lovable soft toy characters, along with a selection of hand painted designs for babies and 
children can be incorporated into the Columbarium plaques or other plaques and tablets. Alternatively 
family may wish to provide a design or photo which we can request to be incorporated. 

43

BABIES AND CHILDREN’S TABLET DESIGNS

A series of lovable soft toy characters designed to complement the ‘Dear Mum’ theme, along with 

a small selection of our hand painted designs for babies and children’s memorials

Our artists excel in producing beautifully illustrated tablet and plaque designs. Bespoke designs are

also available, with our artists able to recreate a wide range of images from your supplied photos or

special toys.

RoyEllie

ShabbyCordy

AranSilka

PaisleyFred Bear

Dora

ColCo Brochure 2015 BABIES2.qxp_Layout 1  18/09/2015  17:19  Page 9
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Memorial Products
Memorial Benches – 10 year licence

One of our memorial benches  
may be dedicated in memory 
of a loved on. Wooden benches 
can contain up to four separate 
inscriptions and granite benches 
two. The benches are situated 
in considered pre-determined 
locations, so they can be enjoyed 
by everyone.

Memorial benches are available 
at both Welwyn Hatfield Lawn 
Cemetery and Hatfield Hyde 
Cemetery. 
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Columbarium Memory Niches

Situated around the Mausoleum and proposed children’s area we have pillars which include 
memory niches in which you can place items to remind you of your loved one. These will be 
sealed with a granite plaque which can include a personal inscription, picture or photo.

The following colours of granite are available for the majority of memorial products.

Black Granite Blue Pearl

Emerald Pearl Imperial Green 

South African Dark Grey Blue / Black Slate Sera Grey

Ruby Red 

Star Galaxy

All our products are available in a wide range of granite colours. Please check availability with the Columbaria sales team.
TURN TO THE INSIDE BACK COVER TO SEE MORE GRANITE COLOUR SAMPLES
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Black Granite Blue Pearl Star Galaxy

Emerald Pearl Imperial Green Ruby Red

South African Dark Grey Blue / Black Slate Sera Grey
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Cemetery Services
Cemetery Services Department

Council Offices
The Campus

Welwyn Garden City
Hertfordshire

AL8 6AE

T: 01707 357000
E: CemeteryServices@welhat.gov.uk

www.welhat.gov.uk/cemetery
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